
Full-time permanent.  London WC2.  Immediate start (Spring 2021).  

We are looking for a firmware engineer to join our team in central London who will contribute 
towards the delivery of our first product: the electric road scooter. Specifically, a firmware engineer 
who can perform effectively in both development and testing roles. You will be expected to play a 
contributory or reviewer role in the development of production software whilst leading embedded 
firmware testing to ensure robustness and performance of our production scooter.



Usually the products aren’t as fun as this one!  It’s an exciting time for us and any engineer would 
appreciate the challenges associated with bringing a product to market. Our founding team has 
experience of designing and manufacturing everything from light electric vehicles to electric cars.



Why e-scooters
 Scale - Over 50% of all journeys can easily be made via e-scooter
 Utility - Cost-effective, fast, convenient, green, ‘no sweat’ mode of transport
 Growth - incredibly popular form of city travel, overtaking bike rentals in under 3 years. 



Our Approac
 Innovate - Provide solutions to age old problems. Green GOOD DESIGN® Winner 2021
 Ownership - Create a product that people cherish, champion and talk about
 Brand - Make electric scooters cool with the first brand people aspire to own.



Requirement
 Minimum: Bachelor's Degree in Computer Science, Electronics, Computer Engineering or STEM 

equivalent

Firmware Engineer



 5+ years of industry experience writing, debugging, and shipping embedded firmwar
 Demonstrable experience as a test engineer in addition to developer is a bonus.



Experienc
 Experience working in an agile environment within a team
 Familiarity with embedded IDEs, and C/C++ programming languages
 Familiarity with open source hardware (Raspberry Pi, Arduino) and using sensors, actuators, 

relays etc
 Designing and carrying out, system integration, and regression tests
 Familiarity with embedded hardware based on ARM-Cortex microcontroller
 Solid understanding of Git, and issue tracking tools



Past experience bringing a product to market is a major bonus. As is working within a startup, 
small team or high-paced environment.



Within the role you will be expected t
 Quickly learn and understand the functional requirements of the entire system.
 Define test cases and implement test strategies for our proprietary Hardware and Firmware, 

whilst working with our firmware and hardware engineers
 Write and execute test plans, testing scripts and maintain documentation
 Create test hardware and software (using Python or other high-level language) that is able to 

exercise the functional modules of the scooter by automating manual tests and feedback test 
data

 Read and understand electronic datasheets and schematic
 Use oscilloscopes, hardware debugging tools for identifying/excluding hardware fault
 Build rigs, hardware testers in collaboration with the hardware team
 Work to resolve any testing-related blockers/impediment
 Communicate with internal, and outsourced development partners about test status, project 

progress, and issue resolution.



APPLICATION PROCESS



You’ll need to submit a CV and cover letter.  The letter should discuss:

 how you could contribute to TAUR, including your technical and personal skill
 any projects that demonstrate your skills and interest in this (or a closely related) field



Send to . If you pass an initial suitability screening we will be in contact to 
move things forward... we can’t wait to hear from you!

careers@taur.com


